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Abstract

Crowding, the difficulty in identifying a letter embedded in other letters, has been suggested as an explanation for slow reading in
peripheral vision. In this study, we asked whether crowding in peripheral vision can be reduced through training on identifying crowded
letters, and if so, whether these changes will lead to improved peripheral reading speed. We measured the spatial extent of crowding, and
reading speeds for a range of print sizes at 10� inferior visual field before and after training. Following training, averaged letter identi-
fication performance improved by 88% at the trained (the closest) letter separation. The improvement transferred to other untrained sep-
arations such that the spatial extent of crowding decreased by 38%. However, averaged maximum reading speed improved by a mere
7.2%. These findings demonstrated that crowding in peripheral vision could be reduced through training. Unfortunately, the reduction
in the crowding effect did not lead to improved peripheral reading speed.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Reading is difficult and slow for many low vision
patients, especially those whose central retina is damaged,
and consequently suffer from central vision loss. The lead-
ing cause of central vision loss is age-related macular
degeneration, which is also the leading cause of visual
impairment in developed countries (Elliott et al., 1997;
Leat & Rumney, 1990). A consequence of the central vision
loss is the loss of acute vision, which affects visual tasks
that involve fine details such as reading. Given that reading
is the most common clinical complaint as well as the pri-
mary goal for patients with age-related macular degenera-
tion seeking visual rehabilitation (Bullimore & Bailey,
1995; Elliott et al., 1997; Kleen & Levoy, 1981), the under-
standing of why reading is slower in the presence of central
vision loss is of utmost importance to the visual rehabilita-
tion of these patients.
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Previous studies have shown that even when character
size is not a limiting factor (Chung, Mansfield, & Legge,
1998; Latham & Whitaker, 1996), and when oculomotor
demands for reading are minimized using the rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm to present text, read-
ing is still slower in peripheral than central vision (Chung
et al., 1998; Latham & Whitaker, 1996; Rubin & Turano,
1994). Recently, Legge and his colleagues provided empir-
ical evidence showing that the size of the visual span—the
number of letters that can be recognized in a glance—cor-
relates well with reading speed, implicating that the visual
span may be a sensory bottleneck on reading speed (Legge
et al., 2007). With respect to peripheral reading, the visual
span hypothesis suggests that slow peripheral reading is
due to a shrinkage in the size of the visual span (Legge,
Mansfield, & Chung, 2001). However, what determines
the size of the visual span? Legge et al. (2007) proposed
that the size of the visual span is determined by three sen-
sory mechanisms, viz, the decreased letter acuity in periph-
eral vision, crowding between adjacent letters and
decreased accuracy of position signals in peripheral vision.
Although the role of each of these factors cannot be
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ignored, in this paper, we shall focus on only one of them—
crowding between adjacent letters.

The crowding phenomenon refers to ‘‘the increased dif-
ficulty in identifying targets which are closely adjacent to
other targets’’ (Cline, Hofstetter, & Griffin, 1997, p. 521).
With respect to letters or words, crowding refers to the dif-
ficulty in recognizing a letter flanked by other letters at
small letter separations. It has been suggested as a viable
factor contributing to slow reading in peripheral vision
because even when letters are scaled in size, the spatial
extent (Jacobs, 1979; Latham & Whitaker, 1996; Toet &
Levi, 1992) and the magnitude (Jacobs, 1979; Loomis,
1978) of the effect are still greater in peripheral than central
vision. However, does crowding really limit peripheral
reading?

The classic study of Bouma (1970) established that the
performance of identifying flanked letters improved with
letter separation. Whittaker, Rohrkaste, and Higgins
(1989) and Latham and Whitaker (1996) further showed
that word recognition performance improved with
increased letter separation. Based on this evidence, it was
almost only logical to infer that reading speed would
improve with letter separation. We tested this idea by mea-
suring reading speed as a function of letter separation
(Chung, 2002). Contrary to our expectation, we found that
reading speed did not improve with larger-than-normal let-
ter separation. This finding has since been replicated by at
least two other studies (Berger, Martelli, Su, Aguayo, &
Pelli, 2003; Yu, Cheung, Legge, & Chung, 2007).

The finding that increased letter separation does not
lead to faster reading speed might seem surprising. Yu
et al. (2007) applied the visual-span concept to explain their
data. They found that reading speed dropped for an extra-
wide letter spacing (wider than the standard letter spacing),
and it was associated with a reduction in the size of the
visual span. Thus, they explained the failure of an increased
letter separation, which presumably reduces crowding
among adjacent letters, to improve reading speed as a con-
sequence of a reduction in the size of the visual span. Pelli
and his colleagues further postulated that the size of the
visual span is limited by crowding, and further inferred that
reading speed is also limited by crowding (Levi, Song, &
Pelli, 2007; Pelli et al., 2007).

Undoubtedly, testing if reading speed improves with
large letter separations is only one way to evaluate if
crowding indeed limits reading speed in peripheral vision.
In this study, we used another approach to examine the
relationship between crowding and peripheral reading. If
crowding indeed limits peripheral reading, then it is impor-
tant to ask whether we can reduce crowding in peripheral
vision, and if so, whether there is a corresponding improve-
ment in peripheral reading speed. These were the primary
questions we addressed in this study. Specifically, we exam-
ined (1) whether or not we could reduce crowding in
peripheral vision by improving the performance for identi-
fying crowded letters through repeated training on a letter
recognition task; and (2) whether these improvements in
letter identification were accompanied by comparable
improvements in reading speed.

To our knowledge, there exists very little evidence show-
ing that practice leads to an improved performance for
identifying crowded letters. The only related study exam-
ined the effect of practice on contour interaction (Manny,
Fern, Loshin, & Martinez, 1988). Contour interaction
refers to the effect of proximal contours such as bars or
edges on the resolution of a single target (Flom, Wey-
mouth, & Kahneman, 1963) and is different from crowding
(Flom, 1991). In the study of Manny et al. (1988), observ-
ers’ performance for identifying the gap of a square-C pat-
tern in the presence of flanking bars improved after 1200
trials of practice with feedback at the fovea. However,
the authors showed that what the observers learned was
to make discriminations based on the local luminance cues
provided by the gap of the C patterns. These cues might be
useful for their contour interaction task, but they are unli-
kely to be useful for identifying crowded letters. Therefore,
it remains to be proven that performance for identifying
crowded letters could be improved with practice, and spe-
cifically, in peripheral vision.

Previously, we have shown that letter identification for
sequences of three letters, trigrams, improved with repeated
training, and that the improvement was accompanied by a
41% improvement in reading speed in peripheral vision
(Chung, Legge, & Cheung, 2004). In that study, the train-
ing task was to identify trigrams at a range of letter posi-
tions. An auxiliary purpose of the present study was to
test if we could use a simpler training task to achieve the
same amount of improvement. A simpler training task
would be more appealing and practical because our ulti-
mate goal is to develop a training protocol to improve
visual function in patients with central vision loss. In this
study, we chose to train observers intensively only at one
letter position, instead of multiple letter positions as in
our previous study (Chung et al., 2004).

To anticipate our major findings, we found that perfor-
mance for identifying crowded letters in peripheral vision
improves with training. This improvement transfers to
other untrained letter separations, such that the spatial
extent of crowding decreases following training. However,
the improvement in letter identification performance is not
accompanied by a sizeable improvement in reading speed,
suggesting that crowding is unlikely to be the primary fac-
tor that limits reading speed in peripheral vision.
2. Methods

Eight observers with normal vision, aged 20–31 (mean = 23.1), par-
ticipated in this study. All were native English speakers and had not
participated in any psychophysical perceptual learning studies before.
Written informed consent was obtained from each observer after the
procedures of the experiment were explained and prior to the com-
mencement of data collection. All observers participated in all three
phases of this study—pre-test, training and post-test, that involved mea-
surements of reading speed and letter identification performance at 10�
in the inferior visual field.
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The basic experimental design and training schedule are represented
schematically in Fig. 1. The pre-test was conducted in two sessions, sched-
uled on two days. The first session was devoted to the measurement of
reading speed as a function of print size and lasted approximately 1.5 h.
From these data, we determined the appropriate letter size (see below
for details) used for the second pre-test session during which we measured
the accuracy of identifying flanked letters for a range of letter separations.

Because the second pre-test session was rather short (approximately
15 min), all observers proceeded to the first training session immediately
after the second pre-test session. Each training session, lasting approxi-
mately 1 h, consisted of 10 blocks of trials (100 trials per block) of identi-
fying flanked letters at the closest (0.8·, see Section 2.2 for definition)
letter separation. There were six training sessions altogether (a total of
6000 trials), scheduled on six different days. The post-test immediately fol-
lowed the last training session. It was identical to the pre-test except that
the measurement of letter identification performance preceded the reading
speed measurement, so that we could measure the performance for identi-
fying flanked letters for a range of letter separations immediately before
and after training. All observers completed all phases (pre-test, training
and post-test) of the experiment within a 10-day period.

2.1. Reading speed measurements

The first pre-test and the second post-test sessions were devoted to the
measurement of reading speed as a function of print size at 10� in the infe-
rior visual field. Oral reading speeds for single sentences were measured
using the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm. Stimuli were
generated and presented using an SGI O2 workstation (Silicon Graphics
Inc.) and a Sony color graphics display monitor (Model# GDM-17E21,
refresh rate = 75 Hz) controlled by custom-written software. Words were
rendered in Times-Roman, and were presented as high contrast (ca. 90%)
black letters on a white background of 45 cd/m2, at 10� below a horizontal
fixation line (Chung, 2002; Chung et al., 1998). For all observers except
SW, six print sizes, ranging from 0.56� to 3.2�, were tested. Observer
SW was tested using print sizes ranging from 0.43� to 2.3�. Procedures
and sentences were identical to those used by Chung et al. (1998) and
Chung (2002). In brief, we used the Method of Constant Stimuli to present
words in a sentence, one at a time, in a rapid sequence. Each word was
exposed for a fixed duration. Only one print size was tested in each block
of 18 trials (six word exposure durations with three trials per duration).
The order of testing the six print sizes was randomized in the first half
of each session, and was then reversed in the second half of the session.
In other words, there were altogether 12 blocks of trials (six print sizes
each tested twice) tested in the session. Observers were asked to read each
sentence as quickly and as accurately as possible while fixating the fixation
Pre-tests:
1. Reading speeds for six print sizes
2. Performance for identifying flanked letters at five 

letter separations (plus the unflanked condition)

Post-tests:
1. Performance for identifying flanked letters at five 

letter separations (plus the unflanked condition)
2. Reading speeds for six print sizes

Training:
60 blocks (10 blocks per day) of identifying flanked 
letters at the smallest letter separation

Fig. 1. A schematic cartoon illustrating the basic experimental design of
the study.
line. The number of words read correctly was recorded for each trial.
None of the observers read any of the sentences more than once. Although
we did not use an eye-tracker, we monitored observers’ fixation by look-
ing, from the side, the gaze of the observers for vertical eye movements.
Horizontal eye movements along the fixation line were allowed, although
most observers preferred to fixate at a certain point on the fixation line
rather than scanning horizontally along the fixation line. A trial was dis-
carded and repeated with a different sentence when vertical eye movements
were detected. Averaged across observers, approximately 10% of trials
were discarded and repeated. This trial rejection rate was similar to that
reported by Chung et al. (1998) where an eye-tracker was used to monitor
observers’ fixation.

Data obtained for each print size were analyzed as follows. We used a
cumulative-Gaussian function to relate the proportion of words read cor-
rectly as a function of word exposure duration, from which we derived our
criterion reading speed based on the RSVP exposure duration that yielded
80% of words read correctly, as in our previous studies (e.g., Chung, 2002;
Chung et al., 1998, 2004; Yu et al., 2007). By plotting the criterion reading
speed as a function of print size, we could extract two important param-
eters of reading performance (Fig. 5): maximum reading speed and critical
print size (the smallest print size at which maximum reading speed could
still be attained). The critical print size obtained in the pre-test session
was then used to specify the letter size used in subsequent testing on letter
identification performance.
2.2. Letter identification measurements

Performance for identifying the middle flanked letters in trigrams at
10� in the inferior visual field was measured as a function of letter separa-
tion during pre- and post-tests. Stimuli were generated on a Macintosh G4
computer with software written in Matlab (The MathWorks, MA), using
the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997), and
were displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 15’’ monitor (model number
N0701) at a background luminance of 40 cd/m2. On each trial, a trigram
consisted of three lowercase letters independently and randomly drawn
from the 26 letters of the Times-Roman alphabet was presented at 10�
below a small fixation target. Observers were asked to carefully fixate
the fixation target before and during the presentation of each trigram. Tri-
grams were presented for 150 ms, a duration shorter than the latency of
saccadic eye movements. The task of the observers was to identify the mid-
dle flanked letter of each trigram while fixating at the fixation target, and
indicated their responses using a keyboard. Audio feedback was provided
to indicate whether or not the response was correct. Although not an
inclusion criterion for the study, all our observers were proficient com-
puter users who typed well without looking at the keyboard; consequently
the rate of finger errors was very low, as reflected in their perfect or near-
perfect performance for the unflanked condition and at large letter sepa-
rations following training (see Fig. 4).

To ensure that letter size was not a limiting factor, we used a letter size
corresponding to 1.4· the critical print size as determined from the first
pre-test session. Previous studies have shown that the spatial extent of
crowding in the periphery does not depend on target size once the target
size is above recognition level (Levi, Hariharan, & Klein, 2002a; Pelli, Pal-
omares, & Majaj, 2004; Tripathy & Cavanagh, 2002), therefore we believe
that our results would generalize to other letter sizes. Letter separations
(center-to-center) were specified as multiples of the letter size (x-height)
and included 0.8·, 1·, 1.25·, 1.6· and 2· (see Fig. 2 for sample trigrams).
In addition, performance for identifying unflanked (single) letters was also
measured. Each letter separation was tested in a separate block of 20 trials.
The order of testing the six letter separations (including the unflanked con-
dition) was randomized for each observer. As for the reading task, we used
Times-Roman font for the task of letter identification. Although Times-
Roman is a proportional-width font, we rendered the trigrams such that
the center-to-center separation between adjacent letters was a fixed dis-
tance, when expressed as a multiple of x-height. At the smallest letter sep-
aration (0.8·), adjacent letters frequently touched but did not significantly
overlap with one another, except for the wider letters ‘w’ and ‘m’. How-



Fig. 2. Samples of trigrams rendered at different letter separations,
specified as the distance between centers of adjacent letters and expressed
as multiples of x-height (shown on the left). Each row shows two sample
trigrams rendered at the specified letter separation.
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ever, each letter was randomly drawn from the entire set of 26 letters with
equal probability. As such, the odds of having a trigram comprised of only
‘w’ and ‘m’ was low.

During training, letter identification performance was only assessed at
the closest letter separation (0.8·). Each block consisted of 100 trials, other-
wise details of the measurements were identical to those described above.

3. Results

Performance for identifying a letter closely flanked by
two other letters improved following six days of training
for all observers. This improvement can be observed in
our data in two ways. Averaged across observers, propor-
tion-correct of letter identification increased from 0.34 at
pre-tests to 0.64 at post-tests, representing a statistically
significant improvement of 88% (paired t-test:
t(df = 7) = 22.4, p < .0001). Further, to track the changes
in performance overtime, we plotted the accuracy of letter
identification as a function of training block for each obser-
ver in Fig. 3. It is clear that performance improved with
time (training block) for all observers. To quantify the
improvement, we fit a linear regression function to each
set of data that included measurements obtained for all
training blocks. A t-test was performed to determine if
the slope of each regression function differed from a slope
of 0, an indication that there was no improvement due to
training. Consistent across all observers, the p-value of
the t-test was <.0001, implying that the improvement was
statistically significant. Note that even if we applied the
conservative Bonferroni correction to correct for multiple
comparisons, the p-values for the slopes of all the regres-
sion functions remain statistically significant. These analy-
ses provide clear evidence that performance for identifying
crowded letters improved with training, a phenomenon to
which we shall refer as ‘‘uncrowd’’.1
1 Crowding refers to the degradation of performance in the presence of
nearby flankers. Here, we examined if the degradation of performance
could be reduced or eliminated through training. We refer to the
improvement in performance of identifying crowded letters as ‘‘uncrowd’’,
which represents a release of the crowding effect. Because ‘‘uncrowd’’ is
not a real word, it appears in this paper in quotes.
A signature of crowding is that the performance of iden-
tifying a target improves with the distance between the tar-
get and its flankers (Bouma, 1970). As shown in Fig. 4,
proportion correct of identifying a letter in the presence
of flanking letters improves with letter separation for all
observers. However, the interesting question is whether
or not the improvement following training in identifying
crowded letters is specific to the trained letter separation,
or whether it transfers to other letter separations. Fig. 4
clearly shows that the improvement in letter identification
performance occurred not only at the trained letter separa-
tion (represented by the arrows close to the x-axes), but
also at all other letter separations. The magnitudes of
improvement at the untrained letter separations are not
necessarily the same as that obtained at the trained separa-
tion, especially at the largest letter separation, probably
because of a ceiling effect in performance.

Crowding is often attributed to a pooling (integration)
of signals over space (e.g., Levi, Klein, & Hariharan,
2002b; Levi et al., 2002a; Parkes, Lund, Angelucci, Solo-
mon, & Morgan, 2001; Pelli et al., 2004). To test if the spa-
tial extent (integration zone) of crowding changes with
training, we estimated the spatial extent of crowding fol-
lowing the method and definition of Kooi, Toet, Tripathy,
and Levi (1994). We fit each set of proportion-correct vs.
letter separation data as shown in Fig. 4 with a cumula-
tive-Gaussian function, and determined the letter separa-
tion that corresponded to 50% correct of letter
identification (after correction for guessing). Table 1 sum-
marizes the spatial extent obtained before and after train-
ing for each observer. Averaged across observers, the
spatial extent decreased from 1.12· letter size at pre-tests
to 0.69· letter size at post-tests, representing a 38% reduc-
tion in the extent (paired t-test: t(df = 7) = 7.72, p = .0001).

So far, we showed that performance for identifying
crowded letters improves with training, and the improve-
ments also transfer to other letter separations. But, does
the improvement lead to higher reading speeds? Fig. 5 com-
pares reading speeds for different print sizes, before and
after training. Clearly, the reading speed vs. print size plots
are not distinctively different between the pre- and post-test
results. To quantify the reading performance, we fit each
set of reading speed vs. print size data using a two-line fit
on log–log axes (Chung, 2002; Chung et al., 1998, 2004),
where the intersection of the two lines represents the critical
print size (CPS), the smallest print size at which maximum
reading speed could still be attained (Mansfield, Legge, &
Bane, 1996). The slopes (on log–log axes) of the first and
the second line were constrained to 2.32 and zero, respec-
tively, based on the empirical finding of Chung et al.
(1998) showing that the slope of the first line did not vary
systematically with eccentricity, and averaged 2.32 across
all observers and eccentricities up to at least 20�. Table 1
summarizes the log maximum reading speed and the criti-
cal print size before and after training for each observer.
Averaged across observers, log maximum reading speed
changed from 2.29 (194.98 wpm) at pre-tests to 2.32



Fig. 3. Proportion-correct of identifying a letter flanked by two other letters at the closest letter separation (0.8· the x-height) is plotted as a function of
training blocks, for each individual observer. Filled symbols in each panel represent measurements obtained at pre- and post-tests (not included in the
fitting of the regression line). The solid line in each panel represents the best-fit regression line to the 60 blocks of training data. The correlation coefficient
of the line is given in each panel. For all observers, the slope of the line is significantly different from 0 (p < .0001), implying a significant amount of
improvement following training.

Fig. 4. Proportion-correct of identifying the middle letter of trigram is plotted as a function of letter separation (multiples of x-height) for each observer.
Data for pre- and post-tests are represented by unfilled and filled symbols, respectively. Each set of data was fit with a cumulative-Gaussian function. Error
bars represent ± 1 standard error of the proportion. The spatial extent of crowding is defined as the letter separation that yields 50% correct of letter
identification (after correction for guessing) on the cumulative-Gaussian function. Dashed lines represent the performance for identifying unflanked
(single) letters at pre-test (performance at post-test was either identical to pre-test or better). Arrows indicate the trained letter separation (0.8· the x-
height).
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Table 1
Comparisons of pre- and post-test performance for the spatial extent of crowding, maximum reading speed and critical print size for each observer

Observer Spatial extent of crowding (multiples of x-height) Log maximum reading speed Critical print size (�)

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test

AS 0.97 0.67 2.28 2.31 0.95 0.88
LG 1.08 0.71 2.30 2.39 1.38 1.34
MM 1.08 0.69 2.28 2.29 1.64 1.27
NV 1.26 0.82 2.28 2.27 1.40 1.34
SA 1.20 0.68 2.42 2.43 1.26 1.08
SU 1.33 0.56 2.13 2.11 1.50 1.30
SW 1.12 0.77 2.30 2.34 0.97 0.94
TN 0.93 0.63 2.36 2.39 1.17 0.95
Average 1.12 0.69 2.29 2.32 1.28 1.14

Fig. 5. RSVP reading speed (wpm) is plotted as a function of print size (deg) for each observer. Data for pre- and post-tests are represented by unfilled and
filled symbols, respectively. Each set of data was fit with a two-line fit on log–log axes (see text for details) from which the maximum reading speed and
critical print size were determined. Error bars represent ± 1 SEM.
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(208.93 wpm, a 7.2% improvement) at post-tests, which are
not statistically different from one another (paired t-test:
t(df = 7) = �1.79, p = .12). In contrast, critical print size
for reading decreased from 1.28� at pre-tests to 1.14� at
post-tests. This reduction in the critical print size is statis-
tically significant (paired t-test: t(df = 7) = 3.51, p = .01).
Practically, our findings imply that even though our
observers did not read faster following training to
‘‘uncrowd’’, they could read smaller print at the same max-
imum reading speed.

4. Discussion

Following six days (6000 trials) of repeated training on
the task of identifying crowded letters at 10� inferior visual
field, observers’ performance for identifying such letters
improved substantially. This improvement following train-
ing transferred to other untrained letter separations such
that the spatial extent of crowding, defined as the smallest
separation that a target letter needs to be separated from its
flanking letters to yield an identification accuracy of 50%,
decreased with training. In other words, the adverse effect
of crowding can be reduced through training in terms of
both the magnitude and extent of the effect. Unfortunately,
the improvement in letter identification performance did
not lead to faster reading speed, contrary to what one
would predict if crowding is the primary limiting factor
on reading speed in peripheral vision.

The finding that letter identification performance
improved following training may not be surprising given
that we have previously shown that performance for iden-
tifying single letters (Chung, Levi, & Tjan, 2005) or groups
of three letters (Chung et al., 2004) improved with practice.
However, the task and thus, presumably what observers



2 In the study of Chung et al. (2004), the increase in the size of the visual
span (expressed as bits of information transmitted) following training
transferred between the upper and lower visual fields (at the same
eccentricity). However, given that the location specificity of the improve-
ments following perceptual learning seems to be task-specific (e.g., Beard,
Levi, & Reich, 1995; Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; Fiorentini & Berardi,
1981; Kapadia, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1994; Karni & Sagi, 1991;
Sireteanu & Rettenbach, 2000), it is unclear whether or not the
improvement following training to ‘‘uncrowd’’ transfers to other
untrained letter positions.
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learned through training, was different between this study
and those of our previous studies. In this study, observers
had to identify only one letter, but one that was flanked
by two other letters in close proximity to the target letter.
Therefore, the task differed from those in our previous
two studies in that here, observers were faced with three let-
ters on each trial, but that they had to learn to ignore or
suppress the information from the two flanking letters that
were irrelevant, and may even be distracting, to the task of
identifying the middle flanked letters. Can our finding help
us better understand the underlying mechanism of
crowding?

To date, the underlying cause of crowding remains con-
troversial. Currently, the two most popular theories for
crowding postulate that crowding arises as a result of (1)
an insufficient resolution of the attention system (He, Cav-
anagh, & Intriligator, 1996; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001;
Leat, Li, & Epp, 1999; Strasburger, 2005; Strasburger,
Harvey, & Rentschler, 1991; Tripathy & Cavanagh, 2002)
or (2) an inherent deficiency in the bottom-up feature-inte-
gration process (Levi et al., 2002a, 2002b; Parkes et al.,
2001; Pelli et al., 2004). With respect to the attention the-
ory, our finding that training improves identification per-
formance for crowded letters can be simply explained as
a result of our observers being more capable of focusing
their attention toward the flanked letters instead of dispers-
ing their attention over the flankers. Alternatively, with
respect to the feature-integration theory, the improvement
in letter identification performance can be explained as a
consequence of our observers being more capable of inte-
grating the correct letter features from the flanked letter,
instead of integrating the incorrect letter features from
the flankers. In other words, our finding is consistent with
the prediction of both theories. However, testing and differ-
entiating between the viable theories of crowding was not
the goal of the present study.

4.1. Present study vs. Chung et al. (2004)

Previously, we have shown that an improvement in let-
ter identification performance following training in periph-
eral vision led to a 41% improvement in peripheral reading
speed (Chung et al., 2004), a result that seems to be at odds
with our current finding of a mere 7.2% improvement in the
maximum reading speed. In both studies, reading speeds
were measured using identical methods and the same num-
ber of trials. There were six observers in each training
group in Chung et al. (2004) whereas we had eight observ-
ers in the present study, therefore, our failure to find an
improvement in reading speed following training cannot
be attributed to a lack of statistical power in the present
study. We believe that the seemingly contradictory results
between the Chung et al’s (2004) study and the present
study may in fact help us better understand the relationship
among letter identification, crowding and reading. The
goal of our 2004 study was to determine whether or not
the visual span could be enlarged through training. Conse-
quently, the training task was also the task that was used to
measure the visual span, i.e., a trigram identification task
that requires observers to respond to all three letters of a
trigram. In the present study, our goal was to examine if
observers could learn to ‘‘uncrowd’’, i.e., to minimize the
detrimental effect of crowding. Traditionally, performance
in the presence of crowding is assessed by asking observers
to report the identity, or the orientation, or some other
attributes of the target that is being crowded, but not those
of the flankers (Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001; Levi, Klein, &
Aitsebaomo, 1985; Pelli et al., 2004). Here, we followed tra-
dition and only required observers to identify the middle
letters. The differences in task between the present study
and our 2004 study could be crucial in at least two aspects.
First, in the present study, we only measured and trained
letter identification performance at the same letter position,
viz, the letter position 10� directly below the fixation target.
Even though we varied the letter separation within the tri-
gram, the middle letter of each trigram occupied the exact
same location. In contrast, in our earlier study, we trained
observers at many letter positions right and left of the mid-
line. Given that the majority of words comprise more than
one letter, it is possible that an improvement in reading
speed would only occur if there are improvements in letter
identification performance across all letter slots, instead of
an improvement at only one single slot. However, to
explain the seemingly contradictory result between the
present study and our earlier study, we have to further
assume that the improvement following training to
‘‘uncrowd’’ at one letter position does not transfer to other
letter positions.2 Whether this assumption is true or not
would need to be verified in future studies.

Second, the task of identifying only the middle letters of
trigrams (albeit this is the conventional task for studying
crowding, see above) might have encouraged observers to
ignore the two flanking letters; whereas in our earlier
(2004) study, observers were required to identify all three
letters, hence they were not trained to disregard the two
flanking letters. As mentioned earlier, the majority of
words comprise more than one letter. A word can only
be correctly identified if there is letter identity information
from more than one single letter position. In other words,
even if we have perfect identification performance (100%
correct) for one single letter of a word but do not have
information on its neighboring letters, the odds are that
we will not be able to identify the word. However, given
that we did not measure the identification performance of
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the two flankers, we did not know if the performance for
identifying the two flankers improved (as a result of a
transfer of learning to other letter position) or declined
(if observers learned to suppress the information from the
flankers), or remained the same following training. Conse-
quently, whether the lack of an improvement in reading
speed following training was due to the suppression of
information from the two flankers would need to be inves-
tigated in future studies.
4.2. Reading speed improvements at small print sizes?

Although it is clear from Fig. 5 and Table 1 that maxi-
mum reading speeds of our observers did not benefit from
our training task, all observers except NV and SW showed
a small improvement in reading speed for print sizes smal-
ler than the critical print size. This observation is consistent
with the reduction in critical print size following training
that is not associated with a change in the maximum read-
ing speed. The magnitude of crowding has been shown to
be stronger for small than for large print (Arditi, Knobl-
auch, & Grunwald, 1990; Chung, 2002; Yu et al., 2007).
Specifically, reading speed was found to benefit from a
slight increase in letter spacing in text, for spacing that is
smaller than standard spacing in printed text (Chung,
2002; Yu et al., 2007). The benefit was more obvious for
small than for large print sizes. Based on this finding, one
might speculate that the improvement following learning
to ‘‘uncrowd’’ would lead to an improvement in reading
speed only at smaller print sizes, where crowding is presum-
ably stronger. To determine whether or not this speculation
was correct, we plotted in Fig. 6 the ratios of post-test and
pre-test reading speeds (a value >1 signifies improvement)
as a function of normalized print sizes—print sizes normal-
ized to each observer’s own critical print size. Note that
Fig. 6. Ratios of post-test and pre-test reading speed were plotted as a
function of individual print sizes normalized to each observer’s critical
print size. The vertical dashed line divides the print size axis into those
smaller (left of the line) or larger (right of the line) than the critical print
size. The horizontal dashed line divides the reading speed ratio axis into
those showing an improvement following training (ratios >1) and those
showing a decline in performance following training (ratios <1).
this comparison of post/pre reading speed for each print
size per observer is noisy, that is why we used curve-fitting
to summarize each observer’s reading performance earlier
(Fig. 5). However, here, we are interested in finding if there
exists a trend showing improvement in reading speed fol-
lowing training for smaller print sizes.

Given that the critical print size represents the smallest
print size an observer requires in order to read at the max-
imum reading speed, we adopt it as the criterion to separate
print sizes into ‘‘small’’ (those smaller than the critical print
size) and ‘‘large’’ (those larger than the critical print size).
Fig. 6 shows that for the ‘‘large’’ print sizes, most of the
post/pre reading speed ratios fell very close to the line of
1 (no improvement), with an occasional few points falling
between the ratio of 1–1.4. For the ‘‘small’’ print sizes,
there seems to be more individual variability. While two
observers (NV and SW) did not seem to have any improve-
ment (ratios close to or even less than 1) in reading speed
following training, two other observers (LG and MM)
showed clear improvement (ratios >1) in reading speed fol-
lowing training, with the rest of the observers yielding a
ratio between 1 and 1.5. Overall, there seems to be a trend
that there is some improvement in reading speed following
our training task at small print sizes, but the magnitude of
the improvement is obscured by the intrinsic variability
associated with the comparison of post/pre reading speed
for each print size, as well as individual observer
variability.

4.3. Spatial extent of crowding shrinks following training

In this study, we found that the spatial extent of crowd-
ing decreases following learning to identify letters closely
flanked by other letters. What accounts for the shrinkage
in the spatial extent of crowding following training to
‘‘uncrowd’’? The spatial extent of crowding has been dis-
cussed in relation to the receptive field size of neurons that
presumably underlie crowding (e.g., Chung, Li, & Levi,
2007; Pelli et al., 2004; Toet & Levi, 1992). If this were true,
then we would expect that the receptive field size of neu-
rons at the site at which crowding occurs would shrink in
size following perceptual learning. Unfortunately, physio-
logical evidence directly linking receptive field size, crowd-
ing and perceptual learning does not exist. This could be
attributed to, in part, the fact that we are still unclear as
to where the neural origin of crowding is. Area V4 has been
implicated as the site for crowding in macaque monkey
(Motter, 2002). More recently, using the functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique, we found that
the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response
amplitude for the signal, relative to the fixation baseline
condition, was significantly lower when human observers
were asked to identify crowded letters, compared with sin-
gle letters (non-crowded condition), at visual area V2 and
beyond. In contrast, there was no difference in the BOLD
response amplitude between the crowded and non-crowded
condition in V1. This result rules out V1 as the cortical site
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for crowding and places the site for crowding at visual area
as early as V2 (Arman, Chung, & Tjan, 2006).

If V2 is indeed the site for crowding, is there evidence
to suggest that the receptive field properties of neurons
in V2 could be modified through perceptual learning?
Following extensive training on an orientation discrimi-
nation task, Ghose, Yang, and Maunsell (2002) failed
to find any changes in the selectivity or responsiveness
of neurons in V1 or V2 that could account for the
improvement in performance in their monkeys, although
a later study from the same laboratory showed that basic
neuronal response properties in V4 were modified follow-
ing training (Yang & Maunsell, 2004). In contrast, by
training adult monkeys reared with abnormal visual
experience on spatial contrast sensitivity and stereoacuity
tests, Nakatsuka et al. (2007) found that disparity sensi-
tivity was significantly better in trained than untrained
monkeys in V2, but not in V1. The result of Nakatsuka
et al. (2007) provides evidence that neurons in V2 are
indeed malleable in response to perceptual learning and
could exhibit neuronal changes following perceptual
learning. Clearly, whether or not the spatial extent of
crowding indeed directly relates to neuronal receptive
field size, specifically, receptive fields at V2, would need
to be further investigated.
5. Conclusion

In this study, we succeeded in reducing crowding by
training observers to identify crowded letters in peripheral
vision (‘‘uncrowd’’). Because the improvement in letter
identification performance improved at the smallest,
trained letter separation, as well as all other untrained
but larger letter separations, we conclude that our training
paradigm is effective in reducing both the magnitude and
the spatial extent of crowding. Unfortunately, we failed
to find an accompanied improvement in the maximum
reading speed, suggesting that crowding is unlikely to be
the primary limiting factor on maximum reading speed in
peripheral vision.

In addition, our quest for using a simpler training para-
digm than the one used in Chung et al. (2004) to obtain the
same magnitude of improvement in reading speed failed.
However, this failure could be due to the differences in
the tasks between the present study and Chung et al.
(2004). Currently, we are investigating whether reading
speed can be improved by controlling each of these differ-
ences. We are also exploring other training paradigms that
may be effective in enhancing peripheral reading speed.
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